Abstract: Resource leveling is used in project scheduling to reduce fluctuation in resource usage over the period of project implementation. Fluctuating resource usage frequently creates the untenable requirement of regularly hiring and firing temporary staff to meet short-term project needs. Construction project decision makers currently rely on experience-based methods to manage fluctuations. However, these methods lack consistency and may result in unnecessary waste of resources or costly schedule overruns. This research introduces a novel discrete symbiotic organisms search for optimizing multiple resources leveling in the multiple projects scheduling problem (DSOS-MRLMP). The optimization model proposed is based on a recently developed metaheuristic algorithm called symbiotic organisms search (SOS). SOS mimics the symbiotic relationship strategies that organisms use to survive in the ecosystem. Experimental results and statistical tests indicate that the proposed model obtains optimal results more reliably and efficiently than do the other optimization algorithms considered. The proposed optimization model is a promising alternative approach to assisting project managers in handling MRLMP effectively.
Introduction
Resource management is one of the key success factors that allow construction contractors to remain competitive in today's construction business environment. Proper resource management helps to keep the operational expenses of the project within budget and the schedule on time Damci et al. 2013; Hossein Hashemi Doulabi et al. 2011) . Construction resources consist primarily of manpower, equipment, materials, funds, and expertise. Obviously, proper management of these resources plays a significant role in the successful accomplishment of any project.
One of the most common problems faced by construction project managers is a scarcity of resources. Timing the need for resources should be determined during project scheduling. However, project schedules generated using network scheduling techniques, such as PERT and CPM, often cause resource fluctuations that are impractical, inefficient, and costly to implement (Martinez and Ioannou 1993) . In fact, resource fluctuations become a troublesome issue for contractors because hiring and firing the workers necessary to harmonize with fluctuating resource profiles is impractical (Christodoulou et al. 2010) . Thus, contractors are inevitably burdened by a certain percentage of idle resources during periods of low demand, which reduces project profits. Therefore, resources must be managed efficiently to minimize resource expenditures and meet contracted schedules (Hariga and El-Sayegh 2011; Tang et al. 2014) .
The process of smoothing out resource demand, known as resource leveling, has been studied extensively Savin et al. 1996; Son and Skibniewski 1999) . Resource leveling attempts to minimize both the demand peak and the fluctuations in patterns of resource use (El-Rayes and Jun 2009; Yan et al. 2005) by optimizing noncritical activities in their available floats while keeping the project duration unchanged. Research on resource leveling has focused mainly on three aspects: (1) singleresource leveling in single-project scheduling (Damci and Polat 2014) ; (2) multiple-resources leveling in single-project scheduling (Ponz-Tienda et al. 2013) ; and (3) single-resource leveling in multiple-project scheduling. However, multiple-resources leveling in multiple-projects scheduling (MRLMP) is the most typical scenario in the construction and manufacturing industries. It is relatively more complex and difficult to solve and lacks a standard handling procedure (Guo et al. 2009 ). Thus, developing a more efficient optimization algorithm for MRLMP problems and achieving better resource-leveling solutions are essential to improving the management of construction project resources.
As optimization problems vary extensively, a great number of studies have been devoted to the development of new metaheuristic algorithms (Alsayegh and Hariga 2012; Koulinas and Anagnostopoulos 2013) . Metaheuristic algorithms perform better than most traditional mathematical techniques in solving modern optimization problems because they do not require substantial gradient information (Koulinas and Anagnostopoulos 2013; Wu et al. 2014) . A very promising recent development in the field of metaheuristic algorithms is the symbiotic organisms search (SOS) algorithm (Cheng and Prayogo 2014) . The SOS algorithm is based on interactive behavior among organisms in nature. Preliminary studies indicate that it is superior to the widely used genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), differential evolution (DE), and bees algorithm (BA) in solving a various continuous benchmark function and engineering problems (Cheng and Prayogo 2014) . Because the SOS algorithm is relatively new, its ability to find a global solution is very interesting and should be further explored and investigated.
The aim of this paper is to propose a new discrete optimization model for solving MRLMP problems based on the SOS metaheuristic algorithm (DSOS-MRLMP). A methodology for transforming the continuous SOS into a discrete search is provided because SOS was originally designed for continuous optimization problems and MRLMP is considered a discrete problem.
Research Contributions
In presenting the discrete SOS (DSOS) as a novel optimization algorithm, this study makes two important contributions. First, DSOS is a new, discrete version of the basic SOS algorithm. It transforms continuous solutions into discrete solutions to fit the MRLMP. Second, DSOS is more effective and efficient than widely used evolutionary algorithms, as demonstrated in a numerical construction case study. DSOS outperformed GA, PSO, and DE in terms of accuracy, solution stability, and satisfaction.
The remaining sections of this paper briefly review the literature on the new optimization model. Then a detailed description of the proposed model for the resource-leveling problem is presented. Subsequently, the model's performance is demonstrated using numerical experiments and result comparisons. The final section presents conclusions and suggestions for future work.
Literature Review

Multiple-Resources Leveling in the Multiple-Projects Problem
A total of n projects must be started simultaneously in an enterprise. Each project includes multiple activities, and each activity uses p resources. Symbols used in related formulas include the following: the set of activities in the project k is ½ði k ; j k Þ ¼ fA k ; : : : ; Z k g; R m ðtÞ is the demand for resource m by all n projects on day t; R mt ði k ; j k Þ is the demand for resource m by activity (i k , j k ) on day t; R m ði k ; j k Þ is the demand for resource m by activity
and Sði k ; j k Þ represent early start time, late start time, actual start time, actual finish time, duration, and slack time of (i k , j k ), respectively. The precedence set of activity (i k , j k ) is ½ðpset k ; i k Þ.
Multiple-resources leveling in multiple-projects scheduling differs from conventional resource leveling primarily as described in the following paragraphs (Guo et al. 2009 ). First, because of differing levels of resource demand, assimilation must transform absolute demand into relative demand to enable all p resources to be comparable in terms of quantity. The relative demand of resource m in all n projects on day t may be expressed as
where R max m ¼ maxfR m ðtÞg = maximum demand for resource m in a total of n projects on one day and λ = amplifying coefficient within [1, 100] used to increase simulation accuracy. Eq. (1) limits the relative demand for each resource in a total of n projects on every single day to between 0 and λ.
Second, the weight score w m measures the degree of importance for each resource. This paper uses the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) to set the weights of different resources. Larger weight scores correlate with greater priority.
The mathematical formulation of the objective function for multiple-resources leveling in multiple-projects scheduling is
where T = difference between the maximum of the latest finish time and the minimum of the earliest start time for all n projects.
Related Works on the Resource-Leveling Problem
The literature includes many studies of modeling the resourceleveling problem in construction projects. A variety of methods, ranging from mathematical and heuristic to evolutionary and metaheuristic (e.g., GA, PSO, DE, ant colony ptimization) have been proposed to solve the resource-leveling problem. At the beginning, researchers used various mathematical approaches because they could provide near-optimal solutions. However, as many project networks became increasingly complex, these methods became impractical. Moreover, because resource leveling is a combinatorial problem, the increasing number of decision variables makes problem solving infeasible (Savin et al. 1996) . As a result, mathematical approaches are not computationally manageable for real-world construction projects (Yan et al. 2005) .
To overcome these shortcomings, many researchers began to propose heuristic methods as alternatives for handling the resource-leveling problem (Harris 1990; Son and Skibniewski 1999) . However, heuristic methods frequently are not sufficient to satisfy project managers despite their simplicity and wide implementation in commercial project management software (e.g., Microsoft Project). The reason is that these methods operate on the basis of predefined rules. Consequently, their performance relies on specific types of problems and on the rules implemented. For this reason, a decent feasible solution has no guarantee of finding an optimum solution (Hegazy 1999) .
The shortcomings of the aforementioned mathematical and heuristic methods have encouraged studies of metaheuristic algorithms for solving the resource-leveling problem in recent years (El-Rayes and Jun 2009; Geng et al. 2011; Hossein Hashemi Doulabi et al. 2011; Leu et al. 2000) . Metaheuristics is recognized as a stochastic optimization method inspired by phenomena seen in nature. Such methods have been successfully used to solve optimization problems in diverse fields (Das and Suganthan 2011) . Some widely known metaheuristic algorithms, such as the GA, PSO, ant colony optimization, and DE, remain an active research area in the scientific community. However, these algorithms are not free from certain limitations. Geng et al. (2011) pointed out premature convergence and poor exploitation as the major drawbacks of metaheuristics when facing more complex problems. Thus, more advanced algorithms are needed to achieve satisfactory solutions for resource-leveling problem in modern construction projects.
Symbiotic Organisms Search Algorithm
The SOS algorithm is a new metaheuristic algorithm developed by Cheng and Prayogo (2014) . It was inspired by the dependencybased interactions seen among organisms in nature, which are known as symbiosis. Like most population-based metaheuristic algorithms, SOS has the following features: (1) it uses a population of organisms that contains candidate solutions used to seek the global solution over the search space; (2) it has special operators that use the candidate solutions to guide the search process; (3) it uses a selection mechanism to preserve the better solutions; and (4) it requires the proper setting of common control parameters such as population size and maximum number of evaluations.
However, unlike most metaheuristic algorithms that have additional control parameters (e.g., GA has crossover and mutation rates; PSO has inertia weight, cognitive factors, and social factors), SOS requires no algorithm-specific parameters. This is considered an advantage over competing algorithms because SOS does not need to perform parameter tuning . Improper tuning related to algorithm-specific parameters might increase computational time and produce local optima solutions.
In the early stage, a random ecosystem (population) matrix is created, each row representing a candidate solution to the corresponding problem. The number of organisms in the ecosystem, the so-called ecosystem size, is predetermined by the user. The rows in the matrix are called organisms, as in other metaheuristic algorithms. Each virtual organism represents a candidate solution to the corresponding problem or objective. The search begins after the initial ecosystem has been generated. During the search process, each organism benefits from continuous interaction with others in three different phases:
• Mutualism: one organism develops a relationship that benefits itself and the other-a classic example is the interaction between bees and flowers; • Commensalism: one organism develops a relationship that benefits itself but does not impact the other-an example is the relationship between remora fish and sharks; and • Parasitism: one organism develops a relationship that benefits itself but harms the other-an example is the plasmodium parasite, which uses its relationship with the anopheles mosquito to transfer between human hosts. The three phases are adopted from the most common symbioses used by organisms to increase their fitness and survival advantage over the long term. During the interaction, the one that receives a benefit evolves to a fitter organism whereas the one who is harmed perishes. The mechanisms for updating the best organism are conducted after one generation of organisms has completed its three phases. The phases are repeated until the stopping criterion is achieved. The pseudocode shown in Fig. 1 summarizes the basic step of the SOS optimization procedure:
Discrete Symbiotic Organisms Search for Multiple-Resources Leveling in Multiple Projects-the DSOS-MRLMP Model
This section describes the newly proposed DSOS-MRLMP model in detail. The SOS algorithm plays an important role as the DSOS-MRLMP's core optimizer. Fig. 2 shows its overall operational architecture. The objective of the DSOS-MRLMP is to minimize daily variation in resource utilization without changing the total project duration.
Initialization
Inputs required by DSOS-MRLMP include activity precedence relationship, activity duration, and resource demand. In addition, the user must provide search engine parameter settings such as the maximum number of search iterations (G max ) and the ecosystem size (ecosize). The scheduling procedure uses these inputs in the calculation process to obtain the project duration and resource amount required for each activity. With all the necessary information provided, the model is capable of operating automatically without human intervention.
Prior to the search process, a random generator generates an initial ecosystem comprising organisms (feasible solutions):
Ecosystem ¼ 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
. . . X ecosize 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 ¼ 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4
. .
. . ð8Þ where x i;j = uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1 at the initial step, and is optimized by the SOS algorithm during the search process. where D = number of elements in a vector of decision variables in the problem at hand and also = number of noncritical activities in the project networks; index i = ith member in the ecosystem. Because the original SOS operates with real-value variables, a function is employed to convert those variables from real values to integer values that are constrained in the feasible domain
where X i;j = start time of noncritical activity j in the networks at the ith individual of the population; LBðjÞ and UBðjÞ = respective early and late start times for activity j.
In multiple-resources leveling in multiple-projects scheduling, two constraint conditions limit the actual start time of all activities: (1) it must be between the early and late start times; and (2) it is limited by the actual start time of its predecessor activities. The first constraint is simple to handle because limits are fixed prior to calculation. However, the minimum limit of the second constraint is unknown prior to calculation and thus is more difficult to find. Each dimension of the decision variables is determined in turn. When calculating the actual start time of one activity, the actual start times of all activities in its predecessor set, T s ðpset k ; i k Þ, have been computed and the max ½T s ðpset k ; i k Þ þ T s ðpset k ; i k Þ has been confirmed simultaneously.
Mutualism Phase
Let X i be the organism matched to the ith row of the ecosystem matrix. The organism X i randomly selects organism X j as its partner from the ecosystem. Organism X i is associated with the jth row of the ecosystem where j is not equal to i. The mutualistic symbiosis between organisms X i and X j is modeled in Eqs. (11) and (12)
The following observations on the mutualism mathematical model can be made:
• rand(0,1) in Eqs. (11) and (12) is a vector of random numbers between 0 and 1; • Mutual_Vector in Eq. (13) represents the mutual connection between organisms X i and X j ; • X best represents the organism with the current highest state of adaptation to the ecosystem; • Organism X i might benefit significantly when interacting with organism X j ; at the same time, organism X j might benefit only slightly when interacting with organism X i ; here, benefit factors (BF 1 ) and (BF 2 ) are determined stochastically as either 1 or 2 [Eqs. (14) and (15)], indicating whether an organism partially or fully benefits from the interaction; • Organisms evolve to a fitter version only if their new fitness is better than their preinteraction fitness; if so, the old X i and X j are replaced by X inew and X jnew ; this mechanism is similar to greedy selection; and • For each organism X i , this interaction counts for two function evaluations.
Commensalism Phase
After the mutualism phase is finished, the organism X i selects a new partner randomly from the ecosystem, organism X j . In this case, organism X i attempts to benefit from the interaction but organism X j neither benefits nor suffers from it. The commensal symbiosis between organisms X i and X j is modeled in Eq. (16):
Some observations on the commensalism mathematical model can be made:
• randð−1; 1Þ in Eq. (16) is a vector of random numbers between −1 and 1; • X best reflects the current highest state of adaptation to the ecosystem, similar to that used in the mutualism phase; • Organism X i is updated to X inew only if its new fitness is better than its preinteraction fitness; and • For each organism X i , this interaction counts for one function evaluation.
Parasitism Phase
After the commensalism phase is completed, the organism X i again randomly selects a new organism from the ecosystem, organism X j . In parasitism, organism X i is given a role similar to that of the anopheles mosquito through the creation of an artificial parasite called Parasite_Vector. Organism X j serves as host to Parasite_Vector. During the interaction, Parasite_Vector tries to kill host X j and replace it in the ecosystem. Organism X i may gain a benefit because, by cloning Parasite_Vector, its influence in the ecosystem may increase whereas X j may suffer and die. The creation of Parasite_Vector is described as follows: 1. An initial Parasite_Vector is created in the search space by duplicating organism X i ; some decision variables from the initial Parasite_Vector are modified randomly to differentiate Parasite_Vector from organism X i ; 2. A random number is created within a range from one to the number of decision variables, representing the total number of modified variables; 3. The location of the modified variables is determined stochastically using a uniform random number,which is generated for each dimension; if the random number is less than 0.5, the variable is modified; otherwise, it stays the same; and 4. The variables are modified using a uniform distribution within the search space and Parasite_Vector is ready for the parasitism phase. Both Parasite_Vector and organism X j are then evaluated to measure their fitness. If Parasite_Vector has a better fitness value, it kills organism X j and assumes its position in the ecosystem. If the fitness value of X j is better, X j has immunity from the parasite and Parasite_Vector can no longer live in that ecosystem. For each organism X i , this interaction counts for one function evaluation.
Stopping Condition
The optimization process terminates when a user-set stopping criterion is met. This criterion is often set as the maximum iteration number G max or the maximum number of function evaluations (NFE). The optimal solution can be identified after search process termination. The project schedule and its corresponding resource histogram may then be constructed based on the optimal start time for activities.
Case Study
A case study adapted from Guo et al. (2009) was used to demonstrate the capability of the newly developed DSOS-MRLMP model. In this case study, an enterprise had to start two projects with the same total project duration. Fig. 3 shows the precedence relationships of the network projects. Each activity in both projects used three resources (R 1 : human; R 2 : fund; R 3 : equipment) and had a certain duration D, indicated above the arrow line in the figure.
Based on the importance of each resource, the analytical hierarchy method made a pairwise comparison of each resource. The comparison matrix was obtained as follows:
Consistency inspection demonstrated that this comparison matrix was acceptable. The computational process for the weights of each resource followed these steps: (1) sum up each column of the comparison matrix; (2) divide each corresponding element by its sum-up value; and (3) take the average of each row to obtain the weights. The weights for each resource were thus set approximately as w 1 ¼ 0.637; w 2 ¼ 0.258; and w 3 ¼ 0.105. Consequently, the objective function for the case study was calculated as follows:
f0.637½SR 1 ðtÞ − SR 1 ðtÞ 2 þ 0.258½SR 2 ðtÞ − SR 2 ðtÞ 2 þ 0.105½SR 3 ðtÞ − SR 3 ðtÞ 2 gs:t:
Optimization Result for the DSOS-MRLMP
The DSOS-MRLMP model significantly reduces fluctuation in resource use. This study used parameters for the DSOS optimizer based on proposed values from the literature and several experiments, as shown in Table 1 (Cheng and Prayogo 2014) . Fig. 4 shows the network resource profile for the projects at initialization and after leveling using DSOS-MRLMP optimization.
Result Comparisons
Three different algorithms were used to verify the comparative performance of the DSOS-MRLMP model. These were DE (Storn and Price 1997) , PSO (Clerc 2006) , and GA (Haupt and Haupt 2004) . For comparison purposes, all four algorithms used an equal number of function evaluations, had population sizes of 100, and used a maximum of 200 generations. In GA, the constant mutant and crossover probability factors were set at 0.5 and 0.9, respectively. In PSO, the two learning factors, c 1 , and c 2 , were both chosen as 2.05, and the inertia factor w was set in the range 0.3-0.7. DE control parameters were set as 0.5 and 0.8 for mutant factor F and crossover probability Cr, respectively. Fifty independent runs were carried out for all experiments. Table 2 lists the optimal results-that is, the optimal noncritical activity start times obtained from the proposed model and other benchmark algorithms. In Table 2 , RI m is the resource intensity for a single resource m min RI ¼ 1 18
As shown in the table, the optimal resource intensities (RIs) obtained by DSOS-MRLMP were, respectively, 94.9%, 2.0%, 6.9%, and 14.4% less than the initial schedule, DE, PSO, and GA. Fig. 5 shows the resource profile after optimization by each algorithm.
To evaluate the stability and accuracy of each algorithm, optimization performance was expressed in terms of best result found, average result, standard deviation, and worst result after 50 runs (Table 3) . The best and worst results demonstrate the capacity of each algorithm to find the optimal solution for all performance measurement metrics. Average and standard deviation are two additional characteristics that describe solution quality. Standard deviation occurs when algorithms are not able to generate optimal solutions in all executions.
As shown in Table 3 , the performance of DSOS-MRLMP is competitive in terms of accuracy and stability. It is clearly shown that the model can find optimal solutions in fitness function. Furthermore, in terms of average results DSOS-MRLMP performs the best of the considered algorithms because it generates the lowest average fitness solution, with a value of 4.739 and a deviation value of 0.291. Fig. 6 shows the best fitness values from the different approaches by number of iterations.
Statistical Test
Hypothesis tests were performed to further demonstrate the superiority of the DSOS-MRLMP over the benchmark algorithms.
Because all indicator comparisons demonstrate that DE performs better on average than either PSO or GA, the hypothesis tests only considered DSOS-MRLMP and DE. A one-tailed t-test with equal sample sizes and unequal and unknown variances analyzed DSOS-MRLMP versus standard DE in terms of resource intensity (RI) ( Table 3 ) to determine which of the following hypotheses holds: • H 0 : There is no difference in the RI of the DSOS algorithm and that of the standard DE algorithm.
• H 1 : The DSOS algorithm is significantly better than the standard DE algorithm. The following hypothesis tests were used: Actual start time of noncritical activities Fig. 6 . Best project RI curves for the algorithms where n = sample size (number of experimental runs); ν = degrees of freedom used in the test; and s 2 1 and s 2 2 = unbiased estimators of the variances of the two samples (DSOS-MRLMP and DE). The denominator of t is the standard error of the difference between two meansx 1 , andx 2 (average).
The statistical test value is smaller than the critical value. Therefore, H 0 is rejected. The proposed DSOS-MRLMP is thus demonstrated to be statistically superior to the standard DE in terms of resource intensity.
Conclusions
This paper used DSOS to solve the problem of multiple-resources leveling in multiple-projects scheduling (MRLMP). An application example was analyzed to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed model and to demonstrate its capabilities in generating an optimal schedule that eliminates undesirable resource fluctuations and resource idle times.
Obtained results indicate the excellent performance of the DSOS-MRLMP algorithm in solving the MRLMP problem. It is the only algorithm that yields the optimal actual start time of noncritical activities with the best RI, 4.558. Furthermore, it significantly outperforms GA, DE, and PSO. The closet competing algorithm to the proposed algorithm is DE. When these two algorithms are compared, DSOS-MRLMP has an approximately 2.0%, 11.4%, 41.9%, and15.2% better solution than DE in terms of best solution, average, standard deviation, and worst solution, respectively. Moreover, DSOS-MRLMP produces a significantly better result than DE in terms of RI, verified by the one-tailed t-test.
The search strategy using organism interactions was important to the extraordinary performance of the proposed algorithm. This strategy differs significantly from previous metaheuristic algorithms such as GA, PSO, and DE because it simulates natural patterns using the mutualism, commensalism, and parasitism phases of the SOS algorithm to gradually improve candidate solutions. These three phases are simple and require only a few additional lines of code on MATLAB platforms. Another major advantage of SOS over competing algorithms is the small number of parameters that must be tuned.
The DSOS algorithm has broad application potential because it is easily modifiable for solving many other classes of singleobjective optimization problems in the construction management field, such as resource allocation and resource constraint. Moreover, resource-leveling problems in the realm of minimization of total project cost are frequently encountered in construction management. Trade-offs between time and cost are necessary to improve overall project benefits. Further work is necessary to address these issues so that DSOS can be applied to the resolution of complicated resource-leveling problems that consider multiobjective optimizations. Extending the current DSOS from a singleobjective to a multiobjective format is an interesting direction for further research.
